
ALTERATION OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES & THICKNESSES 
IN SELECTIVE AREAS OF FLEXIBLE METALLIC FILMS

ABSTRACT

A novel method to mechanically process flexible circuit boards is opening new

possibilities in surface engineering of flexible films technologies. This unique process

uses a dry milling technique for patterning films [1] and does not involve any laser

burning, oxidation, or chemical etching. The research work will demonstrate how this

novel mechanical process can reduce the thickness of metallic foils mechanically without

any chemical or oxidation process and in a comparatively faster way. The new

technological process can selectively and mechanically reduce certain defined areas of

the metallic film’s thickness to enable more possibilities in circuitry design. On the

material science aspect, the newly generated metallic surface can make use of the added

strain and gain microstructure alteration which opens new possibilities in surface

engineering. For example, the process can modify a required mechanical property such

as the metal surface hardness or induced surface stresses if required in a later

subsequent process. The change in metal thickness will in turn modify the conductor

resistance, which allows for novel circuitry design in combination to SMD (Surface-

Mounted Device). The new processing method has a reduced environmental impact

compared to a chemical process and allows for an easier inhouse implementation

considering the modern strict regulations.

RESULTS

➢ Using a novel mechanical 

process, the film surface 

properties can be changed.

➢ The surface roughness can be 

modified as required.

➢ The metal surface height level 

can be selectively lowered.

➢ The surface aesthetics can be 

altered selectively. 

➢ The conductor resistivity can be 

altered in selected areas.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

Mechanical removal of a metal surface

layer is associated with changes in surface

integrity as roughness, surface strain, and

changes in the metallic grain

microstructure [2].

In this research we are using a novel

approach which can mechanically pattern

circuit boards [1] in order to cut and

remove partly a layer of metal from a

flexible film. By variation of the cutting

speed from high to low it is possible to

modify the surface properties. Figure 1A&B

shows examples of processed surfaces.

In our research it was observed that the

average surface roughness was

approximately halved from 504 nm to 251

nm Ra when increasing 3 times the

mechanical removal speed (Figure 1 A&B

insets).

CONCLUSIONS

Using a novel process of dry milling and

patterning, the flexible film surface properties

FIGURE 2, PROCESS FLOWCHART

FIGURE 1, SEM OF PROCESSED 
SURFACE AT LOW SPEED (A), HIGH 

SPEED (B), EXAMPLE OF PROCESSED 
FILM  (C), INITIAL GRAIN TEXTURE 

CROSS SECTION (D). INSETS SHOWING 
3D TOPOGRAPHY.
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changed. Since the surface of flexible circuit boards are particularly important, this work

focused on the surface roughness, where the following can be achieved.

➢ By modifying the process parameters, the surface roughness can be reduced by 50%

while exposing a new fresh metallic surface.

➢ The metallic film layer thickness can be reduced selectively depending on the later use.

➢ The process allows for visual aesthetics changes on the surface with different contrast.
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DISCUSSION

In this work, the surface roughness Ra was

shown to decrease with an increase in

process speed. With parameters tuning,

the metal surface height can be reduced

few microns. The recessed metal surface

changes its appearance and allows for

different aesthetics functionalities (Figures

1&2). Furthermore, it could be possible to

increase the resistivity of a conductor by

reducing the metal thickness. It is

commonly known that reducing the cross-

section area of a conductor increases its

resistance. The resulting benefits of the

process, exposes fresh metal, and the

removal of surface oxides. Other benefits

are related to controlling the roughness

and wettability. In other studies, associated

with a similar phenomena of mechanical

removal, it was possible to enhance the

wetting and solderability of a surface with

an increase of surface roughness [3].

Other surface parameters are also possible

to change such as the metal surface

hardness. Measuring microhardness on

thin films is challenging; however other

similar mechanical processes involving

metal cutting observed surface strain. This

is known as strain hardening which is

associated with an increase in surface

hardness [4].

Example of full depth processed flexible film circuit 

Example of partial depth processed film 

were modified. The surface roughness, texture, and hardness can be
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